
REVIEWS 

Le Blanc, Browne acknowledges the pull of the past but also gestures 
toward a number of possible futures, without endorsing any one 
in particu!ar. The fact that the rOute of the procession leads away 
from the town hall and toward the old site of feudal power, now trans
formed into a museum, could simp!y signal the definitive end of the 
franc. But the prominent presence of the ticker tape might mean that 
the clock instead chans an inexorable progression toward a different 
death: the currently not inconceivable failure of the single currency as 
a consequence of market speculation, and the resulting decline of the 
European project. 

-Maeve Connolly 

PARIS 

documentation céline duval 
SEMIOSE GALERIE 

The arrist Céline Duval, who chooses to be known as documentation 
céline duval (alilowercase), has steadily built up a huge stock of pho
tographs and classified them according to personal impulse. She is best 
known for her appropriation of amateur photographs, notably from 
family albums. Regrouping pictures on the basis of recurrences in pose, 
subject, or composition, she reproduces Them in anist's books or blows 
Them up for digital slide shows and as prints. Staging new focal points 
within the photographs, dcd effectively disorganizes the memories 
crafted by the albums. Her frequent choice of jovial pictures, however, 
makes it hard not to think that she is primarily creating monuments to 
the golden days of photography, when, for example, friends and family 
would \Villingly pose in acrobatic formation. 

Her series "Les Allumeuses, 1998-2010" (The Teases, or The 
Igniters; ail works 2011) represents a powerful rift \Vithin that oeuvre. 

Begun in 1998-when Duval 
staned to collen and ca te
gorize advertisements and 
other pictures from women's 
and general-interest maga
zines to combat the baffle
ment their inane thematic 
trends inspired-this series 
did not find its form until 
2010, when she became fed 
up with both the pictures 
themselves and the ultra
capitalist ethos the y promore. 
She decided to bum this parr 
of her stock. The eleven vid
eos in this show, each titled 
Les Allumeuses, 1998-2010, 

documentation 
céline duval, 

Les Allumeuses, 
1998-2010, 

Telephones, 2011, 
still from a caler 

video, 5 minutes 
50 seconds. 

with a subtirle, are static 
shots of neat piles of magazine clippings on a brick hearth. Each video, 
tightly framing a stack of curtings, shows a hand picking up a picture 
and immediately taking it off camera . We hear it being crumpled. And 
we hear the fire it has just fed. Picture by picture, the pile diminishes 
until it's gone. The stacks are grouped according to recurrent details: 
props such as relephones, swings, or tree trunks; settings such as swim
ming pools, forms such as circles and spheres; literai or implicit gestures 
such as masturbation. The extent to which the subjects in dcd's clippings 
bend and twist themselves out of shape for the camera is staggering. 

dcd 's burnings are anything but dramatic. Nor are they ceremoni
ous. The camera films from an informai angle while reflections from 
the fire slightly obscure the document. The arrist's decision to perform 

the incineration off-screen circumvenrs Even the beaut)' of a burning 
photograph. Such printed matter usually ends up in the dump anyway, 
if not as tinder for the fireplace . In the long feminist history of taking 
images from magazines, most arrists, from Hannah Hëch on, have 
employed photomontage. In dcd's case, there is no collage, just crisp, 
squarely cut pictures. Perhaps the closest comparison for her work 
would be that of the linle-known Marianne Wex, who in 1979 pub
li shed the book Let 's Take BiTèk Our Space: "Female" and" Male " 
Body Language as a Result of Patriarchal Structures, which brings 
rogether a vast archive of found photographs of the human figure mixed 
in with her o\Vn pictures, a il categorized according to bodily postures. 
The materia! singula rity of dcd's Les Allumeuses, however, is that 
in filming her thoughtflllly ordered clippings destined for destruction, 
the arrist managed to orchestrate a montage in one conrinuolls 
static shot. 

dcd came to a point in her work where she had to burn it, incinerat
ing twelve years worth of pictures selected from magazines, ail carefully 
trimmed and classified. The bold incisiveness of her gesture is plain in 
the fact that its only remnant is a nonsacralized digital recording. lroni· 
calJy, a pigment-ink print at the far end of the galler)' reproduces an ad 
for archivai boxes, something dcd will need fewer of after This reduction 
of her personal image bank. 

-Jian-Xing Too 

BERLIN 

Sarah Morris 
CAPITAIN PETZEL 

Halfway through Sarah Morris's film Points on a Line, 2010 , a man 
signs a credit-ca rd receipt in the Four Seasons restaurant in New York. 
He's typical of the establishment's diners: a wealth)' suit who's probably 
just enjoyed a decent lunch before heading back to the office for a 
languid afternoon. But rather than acting as a red flag ta cJass warriors, 
Morris's vision of the iconic dining room serves a structural or Even 
architectural purpose, acting as a bridge bet\Veen two seminallate
modern buildings: Philip Johnson 's Glass House in New Canaan, Con
necticut (1949), and Ludwig Mies van der Rohe's very similar 
Farns\Vorth House (1945-51) in Piano, Illinois. Morris shot both over 
several monrhs, then edired Them together with the Four Seasons as a 
link-a spa ce that the two 
great arch itects collaborated 
on, Johnson having designed 
the restaurant interior for 
Mies's building. 

50 far then, so Sarah Morris: 
urban setting, implicit archi
tecturai lecture with a hint of 
polemic, clever questions 
about the original and the copy, 
as weil as the implications of 
collaboration. It's a sumptu
ous production too, shot in 
HD \Vith a sound track (by 
Liam Gillick) piped through 
the spa ce in crysta I-clea r sur
round sound. One of the ques
tions one is lef t with after 
watching trus lush crash course 
in modern American architec
ture is whether the lesson is 
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